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1. Let G be a topological group and X a linear topological space. By a repre-
sentation of G in I there is meant a mapping g — Ug of G into linear continuous 
operators Ug in X satisfying- the following conditions: " ' 
1. Ue=\, where e is the group unit in G and 1 is the identity operator in X; 
2• Ugigi^UgtUgz f o r a n y gli'Sl^G', 
3. g-*Ugx is a continuous mapping of G into X for any fixed x£X. 
X is then called the representation space. 
A representation g^Ug is called irreducible if no non-trivial closed subspace 
of X exists, which is invariant with respect to all operators Ug, g£G. A represen-
tation g — Ug is called unitary, if X is a Hilbert space with the norm topology and 
all Ug are unitary operators in X. 
In what follows we consider only locally compact groups with a countable 
neighborhood basis. It is known (cf. e. g. [1] ch. 8) that every unitary representation 
of such a group in a separable Hilbert space can be realized as a direct integral of 
irreducible representations. For non-unitary representations no analogous result 
holds; even in finite dimensional spaces there can exist reducible but not completely 
reducible (i. e. non decomposable) representations. 
So a question arises: in what manner can a reducible representation be construc-
ted with the aid of irreducible ones. There is no hope, at the present stage of the 
spectral theory of non self-adjoint operators, to solve this problem in its full gener-
ality. It seems, however, to be reasonable to develop a theory of sufficiently large 
classes of non-unitary group representations, which would be similar to the theory 
of generalized spectral operators with spectral singularities constructed by L Y A N Z E 
[ 2 — 5 ] and having its origin in D U N F O R D ' S [6] theory of spectral operators and in 
my works [7, 8] on spectral decomposition of non-self adjoint differential operators. 
As the first step in the realization of this program we consider representations 
in Pontryagin spaces IJ„, which are unitary in the indefinite metric of TIX, but not 
unitary in the usual sense. 
The results which will be reported here, are to be considered as the beginning 
of the corresponding theory. We recall that the space II y can be defined in the 
following.manner. It is a Hilbert space H with a usual inner ' ' :'oduct [x, y] and an 
indefinite inner product (x, j ) which, for some complete orthonormal system {e/j 
in H, is defined by 
< X j O = Z t j i j - 2 i j t i j , 
J=1 j>X 
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where 
= [x, ej], tij = [y, ej], 
x is a fixed positive integer and < d i m H. A set S(zIIx is called positive (resp. 
negative, non-negative, non-positive, null) if (x, x ) > 0 (resp. < 0 , SO, ^ 0 , = 0 ) 
for x£S, x^O. ' 
A linear operator U in iTx is called unitary in TJX if it maps IIX onto IIX in one-
to-one manner and (Ux, Uy) = (x,y) for all x,y£TIx. A representation g — Ug in 
TIX is called unitary in TIX if all Ug are unitary in IIX. The study of such representations 
must be based on the theory of operator algebras B in flx which are symmetric 
in the following sense: if A £ B, then also A* £ B, where A* is defined by 
The study of such general algebras is not begun and many problems about such 
algebras remain open. But if we want, for the case of unitary representations in 
IIX, to solve the problem of description of the reducible representations posed 
above, then only commutative symmetric operator algebras in TIX need be considered. 
The theory of such algebras is closely related, but not reduces to the spectral 
theory of /-self-adjoint operators in IIX spaces developed by M. K R E I N and H . 
L A N G E R [9 ] . 
2. Let B and B' be two symmetric commutative operator algebras in spaces 
IIX and IIX; B and B' will be called equivalent if a linear mapping of nx onto II 
exists, which preserves the indefinite inner product and maps B onto B'. A problem 
arises to describe commutative symmetric operator algebras in IIX up to equivalence. 
The solution of an analogous problem is known for operator algebras in usual 
Hilbert space (cf. e: g; [10] or [1]); we give it here for the space I7X. The main tool 
is the following result [11], which is a generalization to operator families of the 
Pontryagin—Krein—Johvidov theorem (See e. g. [12]). 
T h e o r e m 1. For every family of commuting unitary operators in IJX there 
exists a non-negative v.-dimensional subspace which is invariant with respect to all 
operators of the family.1) 
Now let B be a commutative symmetric operator algebra in J7„. As a corollary 
to Theorem I, it follows that a non-negative ¡«-dimensional subspace exists, which 
is invariant with respect to all A £B. But being finite-dimensional, a vector 
x ^ 0 , must exist which is a common eigenvector for all A d B , i. e. 
The function /4 — A(A) is easily seen to be a homomorphism of B into the complex 
number field C. Any such homomorphism A-*-A(A) will be called an eigenfunction-
al of B if a non-negative vector x^0 exists, satisfying condition (2). The argument 
above shows, that eigenfunctionals always exist. For an eigenfunctional X(A) the set 
Sx = {x:xenK, (A-l(A)-l)kx = 0 for some k = k(x) and all AiB} 
(1) (Ax,y) = (x, A*y). 
(2) Ax=A(A)x for all A£B. 
') The assertion of Theorem I remains also valid for a family of non-commuting unitary 
operators in ITX, if the family forms a unitary representation of a connected solvable group (see 
[13]). We note also that Theorem I contains the solution for 77* of a problem posed by PHILLIPS [14]. 
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is called the root manifold of X. It is easily seen to be invariant with respect to all 
operators A£B. 
An eigenfunctional X(A) of B will be called real, if X(A*)=X(A) for all A£B, 
and non-real in the contrary case. The non-real eigenfunctionals of B, if they exist 
at all, form a finite set XY, fil} X2, n2> ..., Xa, na of distinct, func t iona l , where 
Hj(A) = XJ(A*). 
The corresponding root manifolds SXj, S^ are skewly related nullspaces. This 
means that no vector x € SXjx ^ 0, is orthogonal to S^ and no vector y € S^, y ^ 0, 
is orthogonal to SX]. Thus SX] + S^. is a finite-dimensional IJX space, which is invariant 
with respect to all A (I B and the restriction of B to SXj + SfiJ can be easily described. 
Moreover, SXj + StlJ J_ SXk 4- Sflk for j^k with respect to (x, y). The space H = 
ff 
= 2 ® (Saj + S^) is called the hyperbolic space of B. It follows f rom the above 
j=i 
that H is invariant with respect to all A£B, hence H^ has the same property. The 
restriction of B to H is easily described and the restriction of B to W~ has no non-
real eigenfunctionals. So in what follows we may assume that B has no non-real 
eigenfunctionals. Let be a non-negative «-dimensional subspace, invariant with 
respect to all A£B, and let AL, ..., l p be all the distinct (real) eigenfunctionals of B 
with eigenvectors in Put ^ = d i m (S^ f l iP ) . Then Xj and Qf do not depend on 
the choice of $ and the Xj form the. set of all distinct (real) eigenfunctionals of 
B. We put 
(3) = {x: (A-X(A)iyJx = 0 for all A £ 5 } 
and 
(4) D = Z - a ; > 
;= i 
then Q is a closed subspace in TIX and any «-dimensional non-negative subspace, 
which is invariant with respect to all A£B, is contained in Q. 
It follows that the space 3J l=Q- L is non-positive. The spaces Q and 9Ji a re 
called the principal space and the basic space of B. The intersection — Q f l SCil 
is a nullspace; it is called the basic nullspace of B. All these subspaces are easily seen 
to be invariant with respect to all A£B. 
Now let 91' be a nullspace in IIx which is skewly related to Si; we put § = 
= SOI Pi Si'-1-, II = O f ) Si'-1-. Then § is negative, i . e . essentially a Hilbert space, 
II positive, negative, or a II x-space, and 
(5) m = 
(6) Q = m n , . 
(7) n x = W + W ) ® % ® n . 
We consider first B on 9i. As is finite-dimensional (as a nullspace), and all A € B 
commute, there exists in a basis 
ixji} \l = l, ...,rj; j=], ...,q; 2 ' j = dim9i 
I. 7 = 1 
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such that the matrix of any A^B'm this basis has a tr iangular fo rm, namely 
i 
( 8 ) A x j i = 2 ^ j i s ( A ) x J S 5=1 
with diagonal elements XJU(A) — Xj(A), j=l, ...,q. 
Let { j j ,} be a basis in W , which is biorthogonal to {*,-,}. 
Using (7) we put 
(9) A*yJI=njl(A)+.nJl(A) + hJl(A) + 7ijl(A), 
where 
nn(A)i% n'ji(A) dW, hj,(A)€§, 7iji(A) £ 77. 
With the use of (5) and (9) we get fur ther 
(10) Ah= 2 2(h,h/M)xJl + Alk for 
j=n=i 
where Al is an operator in The mapping A -+Al is a norm-cont inuous sym-
metric homomorphism of B onto a commutat ive symmetric operator algebra Bi 
in the Hilbert space with A* the usual adjoint operator. 
The algebra Bi does no t depend, u p to equivalence, on the choice of We 
suppose that B contains the identity operator 1 and that TJX is separable; then Bt 
can be realized in the following known manner (see e. g. [10] or [1]). Let B l be 
the closure of Bi in the operator norm, T the bicompact space of maximal ideals 
t of Bi, and A(t) the value of Ax € BY at t. There exists a Borel measure a on T and 
a cr-measurable family of Hilbert spaces § (t), t £ T , such that, u p to equivalence, 
(11) ' $ = J m d c , • 
T 
(12) Ai{h(t)} = {A(0h(t)} 
for h = {/¡(0K&, A {AiO-.A^B J = C{T), and {Aity.A^Bi) is dense 
in C(T). In an analogous manner we have 
1 rJ 
(13) An = 2 2 (7t,njl(A))xJl + A2n fo r 7i £77, 
J = I I = I 
where Az is an operator in 77. The mapping A -<-A2 is also a continuous symmetric 
homomorphism onto a symmetric commutat ive operator algebra B2 in 77, which 
u p to equivalence does not depend on the choice of 9?'. Using fur ther (3) and (4) 
p 
we find that 77 = 2 ® n j , where 77-' are subspaces of 77, invariant with respect 
j=i 
to all A2£B2. Moreover, on each 77J" we have 
(14) (A2-Xj(A2)iyj = 0 for all A2£B2. 
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A n algebra satisfying (14) will be called degenerate. So we see that the restriction of 
B2 on each W is a degenerate algebra. If W is positive or negative, then the degen-
erate algebra is easily seen to be the algebra of the scalar multiples of the identity 
operator. If № is a TIK space, then the general f o r m of degenerate algebras can be 
described by using Theorem I. Finally the n^A) and nJi(A) have the f o r m 
q r J, 
(15) n j i ( A ) = Z Z * j t j ' r ( 4 ) x r r > 
j ' = i t ' = i 
(16) n'jt(A) = Z l j r M ) y j r , 
i'=i 
where ajiri,{A) are some complex valued functions on B. Substituting this in (9) 
with A* instead of A we get 
(17) Ayn = Z Z « j , M A * ) x j . t . + Z \iri(d*jyji- + hjt(A*)+ n ,(A*). 
f=i i'= I r = i 
Equations (8), (10), (13), (17) define the operators A £B. If we want now to describe 
u p to equivalence all possible commutative symmetric algebras B, we omit A in 




(21) Ayj, = 2 / ' Z ocJijrXjr + Z Xjn yjv + hji + nj,, 
j'=ii'=i r=( 
" * 
where the systems £ = { i j i s , a.Jiyi., hn, n^, Alt A2} defining the. operators A run 
over some linear manifold 3 on which an involution = , a* ( jT, h%, nji A*, 
At} is defined and which satisfies the following set of axioms, expressing the fact, 
that the corresponding operators A run over a commutative symmetric algebra: 
1. 
2. (c£)*.= c£* for 
3. ({ + ? ) * = £* + £'* for £ , i ' 6 S ; : 
4. A*, A% coincide with the adjoint operators in Bt, B2, a*/,- r = ar rji; 
i 
A X j , = Z ^ j l s x j s > 
S=1 
4 rj 
AH= Z Z (h,hji)Xji + Ai h, 
j=i 1=1 
An = Z Z (n>nji) xjl +¿2 n> 
7 = 1 1 = 1 
9 rj, rj 
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5. for any we have 
i i 
( 2 2 ) A Us' X is's = 2 X j l s ' X j s ' s , 
(23) 2 Ajishji + A[*hJs = X'j,shj, + >4?h'js, 
l = s l = s 
rj _ . Tj _ (24) 2 ijlsn'jl + ¿2*nJs= 2 ¿-jlsnJi + A2 n'js , 
l = s l = s 
/ 
rJ• . ri._. 
(25) 2 a J i r r I f f , + 2 h n « i r / , + (hj, , h f i ) + (itj,, n'r*) = 
l' —S l' = f 
rj, rj 
= 2<Xj<jrXjTs + 2 *jn«jrrs + Wt, + nh); 
A'[ = AiAl, A'i = A2A2, rjis = 2 Xjis'kjs's, 
s' =s 
rj• ' rj _ 
ZjU .v = 2 aJijr + 2 hn XjTfs + (hj , , hj*) + (7iji, 7ij *), 
l' = s l' = l 
rj 
2 
l = s 
• J • J 
h'js = 2 A j i s h j 1 + A [ * h J s , 71 j s = 2 A-jisn'ji + A 2 * n J s . 
If we take all such systems 3 we obtain by (18)—(21), up to equivalence, all 
possible commutat ive symmetric operator algebras in II x. N o w suppose that B 
is separable in the operator norm. Then using one of these axioms namely (23) 
and the realization (11)—(12) of !q and BL a formula fo r hjl(A)=hJ (A, t) can be 
obtained. In order to write this formula we need some definitions. A n eigenfunctional 
Xj is called singular if a point tj £ T exists, such that XJ(A)=A(tJ) for all A£B; tj 
is then called the corresponding singular point of B. If no such point exists Xj is 
called regular. The singular points are analogous to the spectral singularities of 
n o n selfadjoint operators (cf. [2—5]). 
We pu t : Tj = T— {tj} if Xj is a singular functional and 7} = T otherwise, 
Kj = $Q(tJ) if A/ i s singular and cr({/;}) =>0 and Kj=(0) otherwise. Kj is a Hilbert 
space which we call the singular space of B corresponding to Xj. Then we have 
(26a) hjt{A ', t) = {A(t)-Xj{A))tjl(t)- 2 
¡i=i+1 
for., t tj 
(26b) hjl(A,tj) = kjl(A)^Kj 
where Cji(t)€ig(t), Qjt(t) is a c-measurable function of t such that the right hand 
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side of (26a) belongs to ig for any A 1 £ B i . Formula (19) can now be written as 
follows 
(27) A{h(t)} = - Z Z [ J [ H O , hJt{0]dcr+[k, k j ^ X j l + {A(t)h(t)} 
T j • 
where hJl(t) = hjl(A, t) is given by (26a). 
Equations (18), (27), (20),. (21) with £ = {ljls, ajlJ,l,,hjl, nJt, Ai,-A1} running 
over some 2 satisfying 1—6 give the general model of all symmetric commutative 
separable algebras B in IIX. 
We remark that conditions can be given in order that two such models be 
equivalent [15]. 
We also remark that the above construction can be simplified if we take for 
not the principal space, but any «-dimensional non-negative subspace, which 
is invariant with respect to all A £ B . Then the corresponding 77 is finite dimensional 
and positive and the corresponding degenerate algebras are algebras of scalars. 
This modified construction can be used to describe degenerate algebras in 77x 
[16]. But this construction will depend on the choice of Q and moreover it will be 
applicable to group representations for commutative groups only while the con-
struction with the principal space for Q is applicable to group representation of 
non-commutative groups as well. 
For x = \ the above construction can be simplified ([17, 18]). 
3. Let us now turn to group representations. Let g — Ug be a unitary represen-
tat ion of G in a separable IIx. We denote by M the set of all bounded linear operators 
in IIX which commute with all Ug,g£G and by 3i a maximal commutative sub-
algebra of M. As II x is separable there exists a sequence AM 6 Si which is dense in 
t£( in the strong operator topology. Let B be the symmetric subalgebra of 91, closed 
with respect to the operator norm convergence, which is generated by the A(n) and 1. 
a 
We apply to this B the above results. Let H — 2©($;, + S,t) be the hyperbolic 
j=i 
space of B. Then each SXj, SflJ is invariant with respect to all Ug and the restric-
tions of the representation g — Ug to Sx. and S1^ are operatorly irreducible, finite 
dimensional representations, adjoint one to another. We recall that a representation 
g — Vg is called operatorly irreducible, if any bounded linear operator in the repre-
sentation space, which commutes with all Vg, is a multiple of the identity operator. 
The orthogonal complement H^ is also invariant with respect to all Ug and consi-
dering the representation on H^ we may further assume that II = (0). The prin-
cipal space Q, the basic space. Tt, and the basic nullspace 9Î of B are all invariant 
with respect to all Ug,gÇ.G. Let 31', ip, 77, {xjl},\yjl}, §(i)> Kj, t j , t,n{t) be intro-
duced as before. 
Then up to equivalence we may assume that & = f $Q(t) da and we hâve the 
following: r 
T h e o r e m 2. Let g U g be a unitary representation of G in a separable space 
JIX and let B be the corresponding commutative symmetric algebra in IIx, constructed 
above. To the realization of B as a model there corresponds a realization of the repre-
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sentation g-*-Ug by the equations 
'i 
(28) Ugxn = Z ujls(g)xJs, 
s = 1 
(29) V,{h(t)} = Z Z { K hjfeDxfl + iU.WKt)}, 
y = u = i 
(30) ' ugn — Z Z *Ag))xj<+ ull]n, 
j = i / = i 
1 rj, rj. 
(31) Ugyn = Z Z ^nrv(g)xrv + Z Ujn(g-1)yJl + hj,(jg-*) + 7lj,(g-*), / = 1 1 ' = 1 - l' = 1 
where g -*-Ug(t) is an irreducible • unitary representation of G in §(i) for a-almost 
every tZT, t?±tj, a-measurably depending on t, andg-" t/'11 is a unitary representation 
of G in II. uJls(g), (Xjij-i-(g), hj,(g), nn(g) are continuous functions on G with values 
"j 
from C, C, n, respectively, h}l{t) = U g - . ( O i / O - Z ' l i j ^ g ^ J t ) for t ^ t j , 
¡i 
and hjtitj) = kj,(g)£Kj. 
R e m a r k . I t is n a t u r a l to expect , t h a t f o r pa r t i cu la r classes of g r o u p s m o r e 
deta i led resul ts cou ld be ob ta ined . I n this d i rec t ion litt le is d o n e a n d on ly r ep re -
sen ta t ions of t he 2 X 2 complex u n i m o d u l a r g r o u p SL(2, C ) (which is essential ly 
the L o r e n t z g r o u p ) were discussed (cf. [19]—[22]). 
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